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description -disc masters are often
accompanied by their discs, which
they have trained to act as
extensions of their combat
awareness. discs are an evolution of
the t-suit, improved with the addition
of the snarling helmet of the
facehugger. it is also fitted with a
grenade launcher, capable of
launching grenades up to ten
kilometers. this combination allows
the disc to destroy foes without ever
getting too close. while a predator
can control multiple discs
simultaneously, a disc master must
always be conscious to do so.
strengths -the disc master is an
incredible opponent, capable of
dominating combat on its own
terms. a disc can be thrown
anywhere within its area of effect,
and is capable of targeting multiple
foes simultaneously. the discs are
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also inexpensive to produce, which
makes them a typical choice for the
average predators. finally, the disc
master is excellent at hive assaults,
as its ability to control multiple discs
makes it impossible to escape.
weaknesses -disc masters are
vulnerable to being decapitated by
aliens, as well as to certain
terrestrial weapons, since the discs
can only be controlled by a single
predator at a time. they are also
susceptible to certain weaponized
body parts, such as the heat-beam
of the flamethrower marine. finally,
disc masters can only attack one
target at a time, so they are
vulnerable to hive assaults.
description -predators endowed with
exceptional intelligence and focus
become disc masters, warriors that
mentally command their discs to
strike multiple targets
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simultaneously. when basking in the
full glory of battle, a single disc
master routinely keeps three discs
aloft at once, each of which can
attack three targets before returning
home. while other predators are
attacking a single target, the disc
master is attacking nine, a feat that
does not go unnoticed by its fellow
clan members.
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strengths -the runner is best used as
a scout or a raider, particularly since
it can detect even cloaked enemies
and quickly recover from otherwise
crippling encounters. its upgrade
reinforces its role as a raider, as

runners can sicken their targets and
then back off to let them weaken.
sickened enemies frequently find

their combat effectiveness reduced
by uncontrollable vomiting, making
them easy prey for more powerful

aliens. give its pyroreactive
cartilage, the runner also excels at
eliminating fire-wielding attackers.
acid -all aliens have blood that is

remarkably caustic. unsurprisingly,
several alien subspecies have

adapted to use their blood as a
weapon. after striking an enemy,
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alien acid damages it for some time
before neutralizing, causing

horrendous, semi-permanent
wounds on organic targets.

furthermore, kinetic armor is less
effective while being burned by acid
and aliens instinctively leverage this
effect by purposely tearing into the
sizzling wounds of their victims. all

aliens are fully immune to the
effects of their acid. the exo-suit is

an impenetrable armor that protects
the wearer against alien weapons

and creatures. the suit's sole
weakness lies in the flamethrower.
the combat-ready exo-suit is rarely
seen outside of a predators' base,

since disc masters are usually
accompanied by their discs and thus

have no need for such protection.
the suit is widely considered

impenetrable even for aliens, and is
usually employed only against
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humans. weaknesses -the exo-suit is
expensive to produce, which

explains why most predators eschew
it in favor of cheaper alternatives.
several exo-suits can be worn at
once, in which case they must be

linked to a central power source. if
the power is cut, the exo-suits will be
deactivated, leaving the disc master

vulnerable to attack. 5ec8ef588b
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